
Meeting 29th October, 2015, in Iceland

1. LOGO COMPETITION:

30th November : deadline to have it done
7th Desember: deadline to vote

2. TO UPLOAD MATERIAL ON THE NET (website,….) A15

- As a website has to be paid, some ideas about the way to do it arise, moreover another problem 
is that after x years, webs dissapear, so?

- Sweden suggests: wordpress.com
- Turkey: we can put the final products in etwinning
- Austria: what we have in etwinings doesn’t disappear 
- Italy: Do we upload one activity or the final product?
- Turkey: suggests one country may be responsible for any kind of dissemination and this may 

decide to use a platform or more than one, so, the suggestion is to choose a country responsible 
for this.

- Sweden: Bodil suggests a blog

AGREEMENTS:

- Austria: will be responsible for the etwinings, they will invite us to this platform and the others 
will have to sign in.

- Sweden: responsible for the blog
- Poland: responsible for the website

Some ideas and differences and characteristics of each:

- Sweden: a blog is more linked to students whereas a website is for collecting and gathering        
results, so, this last should collect everything, not just only one teacher’s material.

- Italy: Ileana says etwinings is more for teachers
- Italy: says we didn’t mention wiki space, but others consider this is used to write the project, not 

after that.
- There could be a link in the website to the blog.

3. VIDEO CONFERENCES: 

- We should do 2 every school year
- it’s for students
- 2 countries every time
- a theme has to be settled 
- Bodil suggests the 2 countries involved can decide on the topic
- some suggested possibilities: students may ask questions, or some students talk about 

something, others listen and make questions afterwards, ….)
- The groups of 2 countries are decided by a “moving around game” and the result is:

Iceland - Poland
Poland - Turkey
Turkey - Sweden
Sweden - Catalonia
Catalonia - Austria
Austria - Italy
Italy - Iceland

So, each group will decide on the topic.

http://wordpress.com


4. MULTILINGUAL DICTIONARY:

- Poland’s suggestion: this could be done in one of the mobilities, recorded and turned into a 
video (where students pronounce the word with some visual support)

- Iceland: at Poland’s suggestion they say they could do it at school and send the result so it can 
be added (as students from Iceland won’t be there)

- Turkey: suggests to chose 10 words and asks whether this will be an e-dictionary or an e-video.
- Sweden: answers we should use different types of styles.

AGREEMENT:

- All the countries will agree on 10 same words, and the procedure will be as follows:

Catalonia will select a list of words related to Nutrition, will send the list to the rest and these will 
chose 10, then the 10 more selected words will be the ones we will do the dictionary on.

5.( A20) 6 INTERDISCIPLINARY LESSON PLANS:

AGREEMENT: Each country will have 2 lesson plans every school year, these have to be 
uploaded on dropbox. Each lesson may last either 40-60 minutes (one class) or a whole week (3 
lessons),…. the decision is open.

6. ORGANIZING HEALTHY SEMINAR (for students):

AGREEMENT: Each country will organize its own.

7. ORGANIZING CAMPAIGNS AND PREPARING THE HEALTHY NUTRITION BOOKLET:

AGREEMENT: 

- Students will bring all the material prepared at school about the topic to the meeting in Italy.
- The Catalan team will revise and decide on a final form.

Ideas:

- students can develop ideas of entrepreneurship 
- Austria suggests having T-shirts done with a Q code


